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Homotopy Theory of Rings 
‘1’11~ development of algebraic A-theory [I I], [7]. [9], [IO] has rewaleci 
a number of striking anaiogies with the homotopy theory of complexes. In 
pal-titular much of the terminolog!- of [I I] is borrowed from homotop) 
theory. This paper aim:; to develop systematically notions of homotopy in 
I-ing theory. In Section 2, NC define the I’uppe resolution of ;I iring homo- 
morphism (2.8) and show that given a left exact flunctor F: fiiyy.s z Gwup.s, 
(7.8) gives rise to an tract sequence of homotopy groups. ‘The exact Puppe 
sequence is compared with the exact sequences of algebraic K-theory [7] 
md the sequences are showi~ to be the same (2.15) up to changes of sign 
in the IY~XL 
\Ve show that an!- localization H F R,s of a regular ring R cm he replaced 
(cssctltially uniquely, 2.16) by a GI fibration. ‘I’hc K-theory of the fibrc is 
by definition the relative K-theory of the 1ocaliz;ltion. In the partidal- case 
of the localization R[t] -+ R[t, I ‘I, we shon- that the fibre has the same 
K-theory (including products and an!- operations that map exist) as BI'R 
(2.17). 
In !+ctic,n 3 ne sho~c that the loop I-ii!g functor R + QiH has a left adjoint 
2 in the pro-categorv of rings. This fact is used to slio\\~ that tlic K-theor! 
of a (pro) representable grrjup wlued functor is irsclf l”o-‘ept-“s~nt”hlc. 
‘Tlrc iresults apply in particular to Gl (3.9). I\ e construct in fact the pro- 
object ,:I \vhich rrpreserits Gl (3.8). Applying these notions to C>/1 , \\-e derive 
an attr;ictivc. interpretation of the “suspension” homolnor1’)iisnl K,,(.l) l 
K,(.-![f, f ‘I) (3.1 I ff.). 
Section 1 is misccliancous in character and contains some applications of 
!~mir~top\; notions to classical al,geb~-a, the representation of finite groups 
(1.2, 1 .S)‘ancl the unstable tlleory of projective modules (i .9). Sate that (I .9) 
is ;? hundle liomotopy theorem fGr Dcdekind rings. An analogoas result for 
K[,Y, ,.,., s,,] ~vould impI;!- the Scrre conjecture [ 121. \Ve have not pushed 
these applications wry far. ‘They arc oficrcd otil!: to indicate the possible 
utility of homotopy inrariants in the study of rings. 
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\\~c dcnotc by Kiy~ the category of rings (associative, wit‘hout unit). TWO 
homorno~~~~~~is~n f, g : R + S of rings are said to be simpl!, homotopic 
(\vritte.n .I‘ % g) if thcrc is a homomorphism 
E’ : R - l S’[t] (polynomial ring) 
such that (t --f 0) ck’ f and (“t ‘--f 1”) 7 I+’ g. Here the map “i r i” 
means ,?L,t’ -+ Zs, . The relation “simply homotol~ic” is retlcsive and 
s!-mmetric (as one sees from automorphism S’[t] + S[t] t - “1 ~ t”) but 
not transitive. \T’e say that ,f, ‘y : R .-F S are homotopic if there is ;a finite 
sequence f ~~ f,, ,,fr ,...,f,{ g of morphisms R - S such that .fi. is simpl! 
homotopic to fiJ 1 . The relation “homotopic” is an equivalence relation and 
we write f ‘v g to indicate tlie relation “homotol~ic.” The set of equivalence 
classes of morphisms R --f S is written [R. ,\‘I. 
Proof. It s&ice to consider the cast g -x’ and there it is easy to write 
down homotopies. 
Thus homotopy behaves well with respect to composition and we have 
category Hotring whose objects are rings and such that Efothg (R, 5’) [R,S]. 
The notion of homotop)- may be extended to algebras as follows. If .4 is 
a commutative ring with unit, then an i2-algebra is a ring B equipped with 
a homomorphism of abelian group + : A + End(B) such that $( 1) ~ I, 
and+(a)(hh’) mm: (&(a)b)b’ = b . (+(a)b’) f br all a t -4, 6, h’ E B. It is equivalent 
to say that + is a homomorphism of z4 into the B-bimodule mappings B + B 
which preserve the identity. 0 ne has the usual notion of morphism of 
L4-algebras B - C and the set .4-alg(B, C). The definition of homotopy of 
morphisms B - C of A algebras is clear from the observation that C[t] has 
a natural z4-algebra structure and we denotc the set of homotopy classes 1~1 
A-alg[B, C]. 
PKOPOPITION 1.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field and G be a finite 
group such that char k { o(G). Tl Ten the set of equivalence classes of repesentn- 
tions of G, by n x n matrices ocer k, can be identified with k-alg[I, All,(k)], 
where I is the augmentation ideal of the gvoup ring k[G] (kernel of k[G] -EL k) 
and M,(k) is the ring of n x n matrices Oeer k. 
PWOj’. H>- il!pthesis, there is a nratrix .i/ Cm SI,,(A-l) such that 
‘11 J,,(g) 114 l = f,(g); R F G. Since _ I is Euclidean, .I1 t- ~?,~(.l). (product of 
elementary transvections). Let J1 ni. , H, , (a,.). 
Ikfinc a representation F in 
whcrc :%1(t) = n:. r EiT~7(art). 
M,,(.qt]) 1,; ‘F(<y) .11(f) h(s) lrtqr, 
‘1’1 ren it is clear that F1’ : 1-e :lI,,(z4[t]) 
-11,,(_g)[t] is a homotopy between jl, and& 
Suppose now that k is an algebraically closed field and,f,, ,,fi : G P .1/,,(k) 
are rcprcsentations. Iffi is equivalent tof, , then there is a matrix L1l’ t G/,,(k) 
Sdl that A-if’ p,f”(;q - -II’ ’ fi(g) for all g t- G. I,et n be an n-th root of 
dct(llir’), and let 21I (I ‘a) . .I[‘. l’licnj~, and.f, arc ccluivalent by .lf C- LSl,L(k) 
and hcncc the associated maps of k-algebras ji, and ji are homotopic b! 
the lemma. 
~onverscl~- it suffices to show that if /lo and k, arc simply homotopic 
k-algcb~m maps 
f f M,,(k), 
the associated representations iq, and Ai’ are equii-alcnt. \\-e prove in fact 
IA~T~LA 1 A. Let G be afiniteguoulp and let k be a jield. Suppose that h,, and h, 
are simply homotopic k-algebra morphisms 7 - M,,(k), then the chavactevs qf 
the associated repvesentatioru are equal; thus x(1+,‘) x(hl’). 
Proof. Let II : I + Jl,Jk[t]) be the homotopy, (t z 0) : f-i : A0 , 
(t -+ 1) 2 II ~-- h, and let 11’ : G + GZ,[(k[t]) be the associated rcprcsentation. 
We ma\- consider H’ as a representation of G over k(t) and hence consider 
its character x(H’). Since G is of finite order, each eigenvalue of if’(g) is 
a root of unity in k(t), the algebraic closure of k(t). Since h is itself algebraically 
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closed in k(t), each eigenvalue of H’(g) is in k. Thus x(H’)(p) E k for all 
g E G. Hence x(/z,‘) = x((t 4 0) 0 II’) := x((t --f 1) 3 II’) 7 x(h,‘). 
If now char k { o(G), then the representations 17,’ and 17,’ are determined 
by their characters and hence h,’ is equivalent to k,‘. This completes the 
proof of 1.2. 
There is a canonical embedding M,(k) --•f M,,~,(k), 
and a corresponding embedding Gl,(k) --+ Gl,,+,(k), 
In this way ever!; representation of a group G in X,,(k) determines a reprcsen- 
tation in :11,,,(k). Set R,&(G, k) equal to the set of equivalence classes of 
representations of G in 129,(k), so we have a directed svstem of sets 
+ R,,(G, k) - R,, .,(G(k) --+ ... 
Let R(G, k) =: lim, K,,(G, k). Also, let k ~~~ lim, Jfli(k). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If G is a jinite group and k is a field such that char k f o(G) 
then there is a natuval bijection of sets k-alg[I, &] > R(G, k). 
Proof. As in the proof of I .2, we have bijections of k-alg(1, :1{,,(k)) with 
the set of representations of k in W,,(k). This induces surjectivc maps 
& : k-alg(1, ,ll,(k)) ~---f RJG, k) 
by lemma 1.4 the maps prl factors throug!r k-alg[1, zFI,(k)] to give the com- 
mutative diagram 
Let p = lim Fn : k-alg[l, R] - R(G, k). Then F is surjective. To establish 
iri.jectivity of cp, it suffices to prove 
LEMiV.4 I .6. Let h, and h, : I - M,(k) be such that the associated represen- 
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tations /I~,’ aid IQ : G + Gl,,(k) are equivalent. Then the I~orr~omo~plzisms 
j,, , j, : I t AIZ,r,(k), xiuen by the diagrams 
are simply homotopic as lz-al,efwa maps. 
I’roqf. Let h,,’ and 11~’ be the associated representations G - G/,,(k) 
and let dl E G/,(k) be such that 
ilf” 3 h,,‘(g) - ,I/ ’ h’k); g E G. 
Then S -j,,‘(g) 1 ,Y l jl’(g) where .Y (I: 2 ,) and S t: S/,,,(k). ‘I’hc 
lemma follows by lemma 1.3 and this completes the proof of I .5. 
\Ye return to the original setting of homotopy in Rirzy. Kate the following 
characterization of Z. 
LI:RJJIA 1.7. H represents the furlctor Rirz,n + Set, R + Idem R, zcherc 
Idem R is thr set ofidempotents of R. 
This is clear from the presentation of Z as the quotient of the free ring 
(without unit) on one generator s by the single relation .v =m 9. 
If A-l is an!; with unit, then Idem 91,,(-4) Kin&Z, ;lZJA-l)) is the set of 
idempotent 12 ’ II matrices. Now G/,,(,-l) acts on Idem Af,,(. I) by conjugation. 
Let us denote the orbit space b!; C,,(,4). Th c orbit space may be identified 
with the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (I’. 0) where I’ and 0 are sub- 
modules of -4’ and P (‘:I CJ A”. The imbedding i11,,(.4) l ,I[,, ,(.A) 
induces a map C ,,(il) + C ,,+1(-4) and the limit C(.?) lim,C,,(.-I) may bc 
identified with the set of isomorphism classes of finitely generated projcctivc _ I 
modules. 
I,I;RI~IA 1.8. There is a unique factorization C (.-I) - [Z, .q] ip/ the diagram 
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But (; $1) E &&4) [3, I .7] so as in the proof of 1.3, we may construct an 
idempotent ‘V(t) E M&iZ[t]) such that IV(O) = 112 and M( 1) =- N. This 
gives the desired homotopy. 
LEMMA 1.9. If A is a De&kind ring, then P(A) s [Z, dq]. 
Proof. The invariants of [P] E @(A) are well known (P a finitely generated 
projective nl module). Namely, by the Theorem of Steinitz [P] is determined 
bv 11 ~~ rkP and fl’!P E Pic(--I). 
-If now X(t) is an idempotent matrix in iU,(A[t]), and 0 =: i%Y(t) then 
by the theorem of Seshadri, [2] p. 213 car. 6.4, Q E ,d([t] glAL) 13 (Ad[t])‘L I, 
\\lxn 92 rlz 0 and L E PicAd. This shows that the II :-: r/z 0 and L are 
the same for S(O) and X(l), and hence 1’(*4) g [Z, L4], 
A famous unsettled question can be rephrased if -1 ::: /<[tr ,..., t,,] where h 
is a field, then 1 is P(A) 2; [Z, L$] ? 
2. HONO~~OPY 'I'HEORY OF A LEFT EXACT GROUP \v.4~v~~ 
FI.KCTOR OK Ring 
If .J is a ring, we recall [I I] the path ring 9.4 and loop ring QA defined 
by short exact sequences 
E’=1 - f d[t,] -‘C ,-I 
DEFIXTION 2.1. The functor F : Ring + Set is said to be left exact if 
F preserves (finite) limits. In particular, if d + B - C is a s.e.s. in Ring, then 
0 + F(A) + F(B) - > F(C) 
is an exact sequence of pointed sets (since the zero ring is a zero object in 
Ring, it determines a unique element of F(A)). Furthermore F preserves 
Cartesian squares. 
k&WPLE. Suppose that F is a representable functor. Then from the 
definition of limits it follows that F is left exact. %Iore generally any pro- 
representable functor is left exact ([I] Appendix Cot-. 2.8). 
DEFINITION 2.2. The map g : B -+ C is said to be an F-fibration (where 
F : Ring --f Set is a functor) if F(E”(g)) : FE”B - FE”C is surjective for 
all 1~ ;- 0. Observe that nothing is said about F(g) : FB -+ FC. 
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Observe that the path ring functor B gives rise to a cotriple [S] in Ring, 
(E, E, p) where t,,A[t,] E-4 2% A is “f,) - 1” and t,$l[t,] == EA % E”=I = 
t,t,A[t,, : t,] is given by p,Jt,,) t,,fL . 
DEFINITION 2.4. The induced fibration of a map I3 1 C is the fibrc 
product P(g) in the diagram 
(In [6] we donote the construction P(,y) by C(g) and called it the mapping 
cone. The present terminology is at any rate more consistent). 
This is easily seen using the fact that E:” preserves cartesian squares. 
Thus ‘?I : P(g) A B is an F-fibration for all left csact F. 
\Ve introduce now an equivalence relation on F-1, where F is left exact. 
Let t, : A-3[t] -~+ z-l bc the map “f - i”, i : 0, 1. We say that so and .yl in 
F(A) are simply homotopic (written s,, N x1) if there is Z-E F(A[t]) such that 
F(+) = s; ; i L= 0, 1. The relation N is rcallp verified to bc reflexive and 
symmetric, but it is not transitive.M’e say that x and y in F(d) are homotopic 
(written x Y y) if there is a number n and .T” , .vl ,..., T,, EF(~~) such that 
x _- .q, N “q N ” ‘y .y, =-: y. Homotopy is an equivalence relation, and 
if f : A ---> B, .X z y in F(,4), then F(f)(x) Y F(f)(y) in F(B). 
TVe denote the set of homotopy classes of elements of F(A) by [F(A)]. 
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Lmm.4 2.6. If now F : Ring - Group is left enact, then x Y 1 in F(.4) 
if and only if there is a x EF(E~~) such that F(E)(Z) = x (6 : EA 4 A). Here 
the base point (identity element) of FA has been written “1”. 
l’roqf. If x EF(E.~) and F(c)(z) :y s then u” determines an element 
z’ E F(A[x]) where F(&’ -.: 1, F(+’ = s. 
C’onr-erscly, suppose 
.y = “TO - .y, N - X,( .T 1 in F(d) 
Then x&t N 1, and taking product of homotopies, xwxil := s N I. 
Let 2’ E F(.g[x]), F(E&‘) = I, F(t,)(x’) em= x. From the exact secluence 
1 ---f F(E.4) -+ F(A[x]) 2% F(A) 
we deduce that there is a z E F(EA) with F(c),z .I’. 
~‘01ml.I.ARI~ 2.7. Let E’ : Ring ---+ Group be left exact. Then the maps in 
the cart&an square 
P(g) --L+ EC 
determi~le an exact sequence qf groups at the wliddle point of the diagrum 
Proof. It is clear that homotopies arc compatible with the group structure 
so the object [FBI is a group and [Fg] is a homomorphism. If w l Fl’(g), 
then Fg 3 &(zc) = FE 0 (Fh(zu)) and hence F(g) 0 F&)(w) z I by 2.6. 
If now s E FB and F(g)(s) ‘v I, then by lemma 2.6 there is a .z t F(EC) 
such that F(E)(Z) = F(g)(x). Since F preserves Cartesian squares, there is 
a :C EF(P(~)) such that F(n) w = x. This completes the proof. 
Clearly one can iterate the induced fibration construction 2.4 to get the 
diagram (“the Puppe sequence of g”) 
-f P(g,) A”=+ P(g,_,) % ..’ ----•f P(g) 25 B -f+ c. (2.8) 
Observe that by Lemma 2.5 eachg,(i .;. 1) is an I;-fibration for left exact F. 
From 2.7 and induction we deduce 
I’ROPOSITIOS 2.9. If F : Ring -* Group is a left exact funrtor, then 2.5 
gives rise to an exact sequence of groups 
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The exact sequence 2.9 may be considered the analogy of the natural 
“Puppe” sequence in topology. However, in our paper [7] we gave another 
method of obtaining homotopy groups. First observe that a left exact functor 
F : Ring --f Group is a “left exact Alayer-1~ietoris functor” in the terminology 
of [7]. Xest, the cotriple (I?, E, I*) in Kz@ gives an aupvzented semi simplicial 
group functor (FZ?’ ~~~ F,, 1 . 11 0) where F ,-‘I A; the morphism 
E-1 F,,-4 +F ,A -~ <-I is l A Then WC‘ define 
&-,‘(.-I) 55, ,(F,.l), i I 
where the “augmented” homotopy groups arc given by ei = r, , i I. 
is an exact sequence of groups. Consequently-, b>- Lemma 2.6 we conclude. 
LEhlM’I 2. IO. If F : Rivg + Group is left exact, then [FL31 ~~‘(-4) ,for 
all rings A. 
Recall the following result of [7]: 
‘I’HEOR~~~. Suppose P : Ring --f Group is left exact anti L4 -L LZ ‘I> C 
is a s.e.s. with g an F-jibration. Thevl we hate a natural long exact sequence 
Our aim is to identify the Puppe sequence of 2.9 with the sequence 2. I I. 
Consider the diagram of induced fibrations 
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where we have labeled the maps consistently (note that g’; , g: , gl,,, are 
all E’S). \Ve shall assume that g is surjective and anF-fibration. Then all the 
squares in the diagram are Cartesian and all arrows are surjective and F-fibra- 
tions by Lemma 2.5. By properties of Cartesian squares, it follows that 
ker g = ker g’ = A; ker g,’ ~- ker g, ~~ ker g; = QC; ker g,’ _ kcr g, =- 
kcrgi :: QB; ker 11; = ... = W(g),... . Thus the following S.C.S. (with the 
surjections F-fibrations) 
A -+ P(g) -> EC 
QC -4 P(gl) - EB 
,QB + P(g,) ---f BP(g) 
Q%) ----> P(g3) ---f E%d 
In each case the base is contractible [7] and hence WC deduce isomorphisms 
of K,~ for all i of “fibrc” and “total ring.” In particular, we deduce iso- 
morphisms 
am” = [FA] g [FP(g)] 
KzF(C) = [FQC] s [FP(gl)] 
K~‘(B) ::= [FJ2B] E [FP(g2)] 
~~~(-4) = [FQ9] z [FQP(g)] g [FP&)] 
Thus the terms in the Puppe sequence 29 have been identified with the terms 
in the P-theory sequence 2. I 1. C’onsequcntly [FP(g,)] is an abelian group 
fori ,I. 
1Vc indicate now how to identify the maps in the sequence 2.9 with those 
in 2.11. From the commutative diagram with rows short exact sequences 
it follows that [Fg,] : [FP(g)] - [FBI is identified with [Ff] : [F;1] -*[FBI. 
From the diagram with columns s.e.s.‘s 
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and from the formula P(g) =- B x <. EC, it follows that to identify the 
composition 
with the boundary K~‘(C) ---f K~ F(i3), it suffices to identify the latter with 
the composition 
where IX’ -+ B :: c EC is “inclusion in the second factor” and ,-I -+ H \ c EC 
is “inclusion in the first factor.” Rut the diagram (exact rows and columns) 
- _ 
,,.. - I ,3’ t- ‘__, 
is exactly the diagram used to define the boundary in the exact homotopy 
sequence, Q~(C) ---+ K] ‘(,1) (where the facts that g is an F fibration. and F is 
left exact, have been used liberally). This completes the identification of 
F(g& Observe the consequence 
C'OROLLARY 2.12. The boundaauy K~“((,‘) --+ K l*(rl) is induced by mol-phisms 
of riqs 
BC r P(gJ --+> P(g) t- A 
gftev application of F and taking homotopy sets. The jirst and last mups gicr 
rise fo “rxcision isonzorpkisms” 
[FQC] --2, [FP( g,)] and [P(g)] t-z--- [FA] 
Xext we identify [+,J : [FZ’(g,)] -+ [FP(g,)] with [Xg] : K,~‘(QB)--z 
KIF(nc) (Up t0 Sign) 
consider the diagram 
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We have ker g,’ = ker g, = ker g; = LX.’ and ker g,’ : : ker g2 -= ker gi = QB 
and we must identify the composition 
[FL%] - [FP( gJ] ---f [Fly g,)] ,’ [FIX] with [FQg] (up to sign) 
But P(gr) ~- EB xB (B x c EC) == EB xc EC, the composition QB + 
IQ,) + P(gr) is identified with “inclusion in the first factor” and LX- P(gr) 
is “inclusion in the second factor.” Thus wc must identify the composition 
[FQB] -+ [F(EB x EC)] =- [FQC] with [FQg] (up to sign) 
kc- 
C’onsider the following diagram 
.i 3 
with exact column, where i, and ;2, arc inclusions and p, is projection on the 
first factor. Observe that p, is split by (1, Ef) and the diagram 
commutes. Since (ir , i, 3 szf) factors through EB, w-e conclude that for any 
s E FQB, F(i, , O)(x) ‘v (F(i, , O)(s) F(i, , i, 0 Q,f)(x-I)). But F(EB Y c EC) m-7 
FEB F> c FEC since F is left exact, so 
F(i, , O)(x) :- (F(i,)x, I) 
F(i, , i, 3 Qf)(x) = (F(i,)x, F(i,) 0 F(Qf)x) 
Thus 
or 
F(i, , O)(x) Y (1, F(i,) o F(!2f)(xp1)) = F(0, i.J 0 F(Qf)(.v-‘) 
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where [F(O, Q] is the excision &morphism [XX’] E [F&y,)]. Since the 
group [FE’] is abelian, we conclude that the composition 
[FOB) + [BP(gJ] ~-+ [FP(gJ] f-- [K?C] 
is the negative of the map [M&l. 
TVe are now back in a situation Qg : QB - QC analogous to the original 
data g : B ---P C. One may proceed inductively to conclude 
TI~EOIIIXI 2.15. 7’lze groups in the naturul exact sequence 2.9 of thr 
P-jhration g : B + C, z&eve F : Ring m-b Group is left exact, may be identl?ed 
u:ith the groups of the KF-theoy>:2’ exact sequence 2. I I. The corresponding maps 
uve equal up to sign. A411 boundaries in 2.11 are induced by nzouphisms ?f rir!,n.s 
and “a’esuspension” isomovphisms K,~(R) ~4 K[ ,(QR). All the groups qf 2.9, 
[FP(g()], are abelian for i I. 
Here is an application to the K-theory of Laurent polynomials. Suppose 
that R is a (left) regular ring and S is a central monoid. Then the localization 
R 5 R,s ma): be replaced by a fibration as follovvs. Let .vz be an indeterminate 
for each s E S, and construct 
R[.T, , s E S] *‘J-+ R, 
by .v,< + 1 /s. The map ,y is a Cl fibration since R, is regular andg is surjective. 
Let F,, be the fibre (kernel) of g, . Then the relative K-theory of ,r is 1~~~ 
definition the K-theory of the fibre F!, . To show independence of choices 
we prove 
LFM~IA 2.16. In the situation described aboee, let T be a subset oj. ,y (not 
necessari[lj multiplicatirely closed) such that gr ~~ g, R[x, , t t T] is SW- 
jeectize. Then there is a map Ker g, -4 IJ,{ inducing isomorphkns ?f /CL ,fol- 
all i 0. 
Proof. Examine the k--theory of the diagram 






Fg --- R[x,, 5 C SJ -_t RS 
and observe that K “(R[x, , t E 7’1) g E”(R) (z’ _ 0) by homotopy non- 
variance (i > 0) and regularity (i = 0). The result follows by the five lemma. 
LVe can apply this to the localization R[t] -+ R[t, t-l], S ~~~ (ti, i E AT,\, and 
Ict T =~: (tf. Calling X( mm- U, we replace the localization R[t] - R[t, tl] 1~1 
the Wfibration R[t, u] Ati- R[t, t-~l] with fibre R[t, u]( I ~-~ tu) ~~ If’. 
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On the other hand, consider the split map R[t, t-l] 25 R with fibre 
rR = R[t, tp’](t - 1). Then exact sequences show that Km i(F) =z K- i-l(I’R)- 
Kpi(fJrR). \Ve shall prove more, nameI> 
PROPOSITION 2.17. There is a Iring P and morphism F - P t- BrR 
i&.&g isomorphisms of iFi. Thus the product stvucture of the A’-theory of F 
and Qnz’R agree (and any additional natural structures). 
Z+oqfi L\‘c resolve the Gkfibration 
R[t, u] - R[t, tr’] 
as in 2.8 to get the diagram 
where the squares are Cartesian and rows and columns are short exact 
sequences. Clearly F + P induces isomorphisms of groups Pi. Examine 
now the exact K-sequences of the middle column 
X-i ;aI-R’----, 
-*K-‘-‘F+K-‘-I (RI-‘K-’ (nR[t,t-‘1)---K 
_, 
l(p)- 
where we have used K- i(R) g Kpi(R[t, u]) and we have used the split 
short exact sequence QrR - QR[t, t ‘1 --f QR. The composition 
K-i-‘(R) -2 K-i(QR[t, f-‘1) -+ K?(QR) 
is seen to be the canonical isomorphism iCi~ l(R) E Kpi(QR). Thus the 
composition 
ICi(!XR) + K “(WR[t, t-l]) - K-~;(P) 
is an isomorphism. This shows that the maps 
F+ P+RrR 
induce isomorphisms on K-theory. 
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3. KEPRESENTABILITY OF TIIE FkiCT0~s K,~ 
1\:e shall perform some explicit constructions in this section. 
‘I‘HEOREM 3.1. The functor B C+ Ring(A4, QB) is pro-representable; that 
is there is pro-object 2‘4 in Ring such that pro-Ring(X4, B) c Ring(A, QB), 
where the bijection is natural in Lq and II. 
C~NSTRUC,~I~N. Let =1 be a ring and assign to each a E =2 a positive 
number IE,, . \Ve define Z‘(A, n,,‘!) to be the ring (vvithout unit) generated b!, 
all symbols (a, n) E ,q x N with n 2 0 and subject only to the relations 
(I) (a, n) + (a’, n) =- (u -:- u’, n) 
(2) (au’, n) ~~ Cf.. j=n (a, i) (J,j) 
(3) (a, n) 0 if II Y II,, and 
Ti,r 
Let Ring(A, QB),O be the set of ring homomorphism f : A --f QB sucll 
that for each a t R the degree off (a) (as a polynomial in B[x]) is less than 
or equal to n,, 
LEMMA 3.2. There is a bijection 
Rhg (X(.1, no), B) -5 Ring(A, QB)n,, 
Proof. If g : Z’(A, n,,) -+ B is a ring homomorphism, define 
vri 
Y(g) :3--zQB b\; U(g)(cr) :- c g(a, i) .x’. 
1-I 
One proves readily that Y’(g) ~1 RinR(il, BB),,<, . 
Conversely, suppose that f : A + QB is in Ring(A, QB) nl, . Then let 
w(f) : Z(d, n,) -+ B be given w(f)(a, n) coefficient of s” in f(a). Clearly 
w(f) is a ring homomorphism. 
It is now routine to verify that Y’ and w arc inverse bijcctions. 
Observe now that the subsets Ring(i3, LIB),, of Ring(A, QB) form :I 
filtering family vvhose union is Ring(A, QB). For 
Ring(A, !ZB),n u Ring(A, QB),+ C Ring(A, Sc’B)l,,, 
where p,, == mas(m,, , n,,). 
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Conversely, if p,, ” M,( for all a E 4, them is a map Z(A4, p,,) + Z(iz, m,,) 
such that 
(a, n) -f 0. n > m,, 
(a. n) - (a, n) n c> m,, 
and the family is filtering, in the sense that if p,, = max(m,, , n,,), then we 
have maps Z(*4, pll) + Z(.4, m,,) and Z(d, pa) + E(,4, n,,). The maps are 
compatible in the obvious sense. Thus the collection of objects and maps 
{-Jw 1 Pu) --f ,‘(A, q,), p,, I m,, all a> defines a pro-object .ZA in Ring. 
By- Lemma 1.4 and the remarks above it we have that the maps Y’ induce 
a bijection 
pro-R&(&l, B) z Ring(A, QB) 
which is natural in both variables. This completes the prOcJf of Theorem 3. I. 
Of course the construction i? +t X4 may be iterated in pro-R&y. \\:c 
deduce 
COKOI.IAKY 3.3. The ficnctor B L+ Ring(rl, LYB) is pro-representable; 
that is, there is a pro-object Z”A in the category of rings such that 
pro-Ring(DA, B) z Ring(A, !2B). 
\\‘c now examine how the bijection 3.3 behaves with respect to homotopies. 
~OPOSITION 3.4. For any rings .-I and B we havze [CA, B] =- [23, QB], 
where the first term is interpreted ifr the procategory qf the homotopy categoq 
of rings. 
Proof. Suppose J,, ,fi : Z4 --+ B are simply homotopic. \Ve may choose 
the function n,, , a E A such thatf,, , fi : Z(A, n,,) -+ B andF : Z(d, n(,) - B[x] 
arcsuchthat(s-+O)~F==f,,(s-+l)F-.f,;th ( en see 3.2 for notanion) 
Y’(F) t Ring(A, !~(B[x])),~~~ C Ring(A, (QB)[x]) 
is such that (X -+ 0) . Y(F) = u/(.fJ and ( s - 1) c- Y(F) :m= Y(.fJ. \I’e use 
here the identity Q(B[x]) = (QB)[x] valid for discrete rings. By induction, 
it follows that if f b g : Z.4 - B, then Y(f) Y Y(g) : /I -+ LIB. 
~‘onversel~-, if p,, , p, : z4 - QB arc simply homotopic, and I’ : (.QS)[s] 
Q(B[s]) is the homotopy, then we may choose II,, , a t ,4 such that 
1’ E f&fAd, UQ(R[.v])),,C8 . It follows that z(P) is a homotopy between W( p,) 
and K( pr) : .Y(d, n,,) + 8. Thus the identification 
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is compatible with homotopics, and 
[24, B] 2 [-4, QB]. 
By iteration one proves now that 
In addition the same result is true when A is a pro object in Ring. 
Remnrk. Karoubi and Villamayor [I I] have defined a suspension functor 
-4 --+ SA4. One knows that SA + 24. For if .-;I has a unit, we shall she\\ 
that Z*‘Z ~~ 0. One proves first that pro-RCz&Y2-l, B) “r pro-RinC<r(=I, BR) 
for any pro-objects =I, B in Ring. (we considered the special cast B a ring 
in 2.3). Take B ~~~ 2’.3, so Is, c pro-Ring(,IYA, 2’A) corresponds to a unique 
element of Pro-Ri7zLy(A4, QX.4). ‘I‘ 0 complete the argument we 1x0~ 
Ltc\rnra 3.5. Let f 6 Ring(A4, QB) and let a c A4’i ,for all n. Then f(u) 0. 
PUN/. If a i .4/l, then f(u) E (QB)<! C Y~B[x]. But n,( .PB[x] 10:. 
are pro-representable. 
Ploqf. Let & in pro-Ring be such that pro-Riy(&, =I) I<‘- I for all 
rings =2. Then by Lemma 2.10 WC have 
[‘J, -41 =~ q’(-4) 
Th . ub x{,~(A) =- K~‘(Q’~~) ~= [&, SPA41 [C’(&F, .-I] by the remarks fol- 
lowing 3.4. Thus Z”X pro-represents K:., . 
\\‘e should like to consider now the special case of algebraic AC-thcot-y [I I], 
[71. 
Recall that the forgetful functor from the category of unital rings and 
unital homomorphism to Ring, which “forgets the unit” has an adjoint, 
which \vc denote by A + A m. Here &g! ~~~ [(n, a) EL Y -4: and addition is 
componentwise and (n, (2) (m, b) (WZ, nb + ma -I- ub). The ring Ai 
is equipped with a projection A- --f Z and we define 
G/,,(A) =-- Ker(GZ,~A ’ ~-+ GZ,Z), 
GZ(A) = Ker(GZA. z G1Z). 
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SUppOSe now that we have 2n2 indeterminates xii , yjj ; 1 -z i, j ..: n, 
and Ict F,, be the free ring (associative without unit) on these indeterminates. 
Thus, F,, is the augmentation ideal of the non commuting polynomials 
Z(S,, ( I‘,,:. \\:e let R, be the ideal in F, generated by 
C (aYz,iYiij --- ET,7,LY,c,) and -Y,, $- Jrij -I-- c X,,CIV,C, 
I 7. 
for all pairs of indices i and j. Thus, if .v, E” are the matrices (X,,), (lr,j) 
respectively, then R, is generated b!- the entries of zi?‘f - J?A% and 
fi + I’ _ -y-f. \Ve define gl,L 17,/R,, . Observe that there is a homo- 
morphism ,yl,, 1 + gl,, induce by X,, - Si, , lT,i 4 J-,i for i, j n, and 
- 
A‘;! -OF 0. I-,, --f 0 if;ther i orj is equal to 12 -(- I. 
I,E-nILI. 3.7. Gl,( is Yepresented by gl,, = 
Proof. &fine the map +,4 : King(gl,, , =3) ----z GZIL(A) so that +,4(f) is the 
11 x.1 11 matrix over =I+ whose z’i entr;, is (Si, ,f(X,,)). It is trivial to verify 
that d,., is the bijection. 
One considers now the sequence of morphisms ... ---f xl,, 1 + gl,, + ... as 
defining a pro-object ~1 in the category of rings. 
~‘OROI.I..4RY 3.8. ho-Ring(g1, A) g Gl(A). 
Observe that pro-Ring(gJ, A) = b Ring(g& , A) = lin? G/J.-l) 7 Gl(d), 
where the isomorphism is induced by the maps $,4 of 3.7. 
Ren7ar.k. In fact, gl, is a co-group in the category Ring. This follows from 
the functoral properties of GI, , but we can make the structure quite explicit. 
Thus WC must define a co-multiplication 
(see [ 1, 3.20 for coproducts in Ring) and a co-inversion c : gl,, - gZll . 
Here, gl,, ’ is a second copy of #I, , generated by Xii , Prsubject to the 
relations given. Then 
The axioms for a co-group may be verified directly or may be deduced from 
general nonsense. 
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\Vc deduce from discussion 
‘I’HEoR~<~I 3.9. The functor K im~‘(i 0) qf [ 1 I] is pro-repvesenfed by 
Ly. 
For Km i ](,4) K:!,(~L!) in the notation of [7] and the argument of 3.6 
completes the proof. 
The ring gl, is easily identified. For gl, is generated by elements \ and y 
with sy J& and 
.v + 4’ yy 0 
Proqf. U-e show that I‘Z 7 Z[t, f ‘](t ~ 1) represents GI, . For if .-I is 
a ring and u c =1 r~ ~~~ Z /I_ --Z is a unit of tllc form (1, 20, then tllerc is a 
homomorphism of unital rings .Z[t, t 11 - d 1 determined I~!- t + u. ‘I’hc 
restriction to the ideal rZ sends (t ~ 1) into (0, 22). The remainder of the 
verification is routine. 
Recall [9] that I’Z is the “suspension” of B and I’ is the suspension functor 
that corresponds topologically to smashing with a circle. 
\l’e can use these remarks to give a pretty interpretation of the map 
K(,(.f) -~ P h-,(ii[f, TV ‘I) of [4] f or anv unital ring (k; is the commutator 
quotient group of Gl; we reserve I< 1 for the quotient of Gl b\- unipotents 
[I 11). 
liecall from Section I that Idcm(A-l) King(Z, .-1). 1~1 addition, the]-r is 
an obvious identification GI(z-l) I- G/,(,,f). ( ‘onsider no\v the composition 
h-,(A4[t, t ‘I) t G/(A-l[r, f ‘1) 
(since r-4 d4[t, t -l](t 1) C -4[t, t I]). The last map in the chain is the 
canonical map of GI(.Ll[[t, t I]) to its commutator quotient group. It is clear 
that the composition is compatible with the action of GI(L-l) on Idem( 
hence defines a map P(A) --, K,(.4[[t, I ‘1). Finally, CO(-) (~~ isomorphism 
classes of.fg projective -4 modules) has a natural semi-group structure which 
the abovc map preserves and hence thw map factors through K,,(J) to give 
the required K,,(A) + K,(.4[t, t-l]). Th’ IS somewhat lengthy discussion 
indicates the essential role played bv 1’ in 3. II, a fact exploited in [9] to 
define stable K-theories. 
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Remark. 1-q similar arguments can be used to give explicit representa- 
tions of the cup product structure of algebraic K-theory [lo]. Using this 
representation, it is possible to prove that the stable K-theory (Ri, it: Z-> 
developed in [9] is pro-representable and inherits a product structure. 
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